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Abstract— This paper presents a new procedural 3D model-
construction algorithm that benefits from a combination of 
discrete and continuous modeling approaches. Our algorithm 
models complex scene components such as caves, architectural 
buildings, and clouds. The method combines the discrete 
descriptiveness of shape grammars with the continuous flexibility 
of shape morphing. This combination allows for a modeling 
approach that can be controlled by a morphing parameter to 
produce various types of geometry. In the paper, we focus on the 
description of the algorithm while also showing its capabilities in 
generating complex scene components.  
 
Index Terms— algorithms, procedural modeling, shape 
grammar, computer graphics, feature-based models, morphing. 
 
I. INTRODUCTION  
omplex structures are necessary elements of visually 
convincing virtual scenes. Buildings [1], whole urban 
structures [2],[3], terrains [4],[5], clouds [6]-[11], plants [12] 
or caves [13]-[17] can be modeled with help of systems based 
on automated shape construction.  The algorithms that enable 
full automation of the modeling process help to achieve large 
savings in the digital media production time and budget. 
Procedural systems are also used in the CAD systems such as: 
City Engine – procedural cities, Houdini – procedural 
animation, Terragen – procedural landscapes, Art of Illusion – 
procedural textures. We can observe a constant development 
of new methods i.e. merging technology and dynamical 
systems [18], [19]. The problem of automated shape modeling 
constitutes an important area of computer graphics activity 
and has drawn attention of digital media industry for several  
years.  Digital movies have created constant demand for  
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pleasing visual effects in three-dimensional graphics. In 
addition to entertainment applications, shape modeling has the 
practical use ranging from CAD engineering applications, 
through scientific visualization to advanced game 
programming and Virtual Environments. As far as we 
consider real-time simulations, it is very hard to easily satisfy 
the above-mentioned demand. Moreover, it is almost 
impossible to do so without the use of procedural modeling 
systems. We propose to extend the set of currently available 
procedural methods with a hybrid of shape grammar and 
morphing, offering better performance and versatility. 
 
II. PREVIOUS WORKS 
A. Shape grammars 
Stiny and Gips are precursors of the shape grammars. Their 
work supported the design process using a "linguistic model 
of the generational system" [20], [21]. The definition of shape 
grammars is analogous to the one of formal grammars, and is 
graphically expressed in terms of words composed of symbols 
with and a set of grammatical rules called productions [22].  
 
Definition 1. Shape grammars are defined as follows: 
  
>=< IRVVSG MT ,,, ,                            (1)                   
where: 
 
VT - is a set of terminal shapes, 
VM - is a set of non-terminal shapes (VT* ∩ VM = ø), 
R - is a finite set of ordered pairs (u, v), and  
I - is an initial shape. 
 
Pairs (u, v) are such that u is a shape consisting of an element 
of VT* combined with an element of VM, and v is a shape 
consisting of: (A) the element of VT* contained in u, or (B) 
the element of VT* contained in u combined with an element 
of VM, or (C) the element of VT* contained in u combined 
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The idea of shape metamorphosis commonly known as 
morphing forms a wide and important area of computer 
graphics. Generally, morphing can be defined as a both 
continuous (i.e., over time) and smooth process of 
transformation of one shape into another. So-called key 
shapes (by analogy to key-framed animation) may have 
different topologies, and transformation smoothness does not 
have to a homeomorphism [23]. Typically, morphing is a two-
step problem, namely, the step of determining ‘features’ of 
key shapes to be morphed, and the interpolation of shapes 
according to ‘trajectories’. The second step results in 
intermediate shapes that have some topological characteristics 
of both the key shapes (i.e., the ‘beginning’ and the ‘final’ 
shapes). The morphing intermediate shapes are used in this 
paper as an alternative to CSG Boolean productions (e.g., the 
‘beginning’ AND ‘final’ shapes). There are various methods 
for metamorphosis for 2D shapes represented mostly by 
polygons [24] but also images [25]. The problem has also 
been investigated in 3D domain, and according to Lazarus 
[26] they span the methods based on polygonal mesh 
representation [27], [28] and the methods using voxel 
representations [29].     
III. SG-M HYBRID ALGORITHM  
 
A. Construction of the hybrid system 
 
Our hybrid method combines two independent approaches. 
We use a hierarchical shape representation along with a set of 
operations that can be applied to the shapes (i.e., shape rules). 
In addition to discrete shape operations, we incorporate a 
continuous morphic shape rule.    
The representation consists of three main elements: the root 
– a place where the modeling process ends, the nodes – stores 
information about actual shape appearance, and leafs – 
determines the possibility of rules application (Fig. 1).  
 
Fig. 1. Hierarchical representation with two possible modeling ways. Specifies 
terminal shapes are shown in red. Non-terminal shapes are shown in blue. 
 
The example shown in Fig. 1 can be described as follows: 
                (2) 
     (3) 
   (4) 
    (5) 
  (6) 
     (7) 
     (8) 
Shape rules contain Boolean operations such as sum, 
difference or union. We call these classic shape rules (RC). We 
then provide another type of rule - morphic shape rule (RM), 
which works by morphing two input shapes into one output 
shape using a linear-interpolation parameter (Fig. 2). Figure 3 
shows a flow diagram of the modeling process.  Our system 
can apply matching rules only to non-terminal shapes that are 
recognized during modeling process (Fig. 4). 
 
 
Fig. 2. An example of morphing rule (RM) for another contributions of shape 




Fig. 3. Main SG-M block diagram. 
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Fig. 4. Terminal and non-terminal shapes on simple rule example: sphere (T)  
sphere (N)  sphere (T)  sphere (T)  sphere (N) directly from editor. 
 
B.  Procedural cave generation using SG-M concept 
 
The number of iterations is equal to the sum of all rules RC 
and RM. In each rule, the scene base shape is recognized and 
subsequently added to another shape formed by morphing a 
sphere and a cube (Fig. 5).  
 
Fig. 5. Application of applying shape rules and controlling the modeling 
process by morphing parameter in cave mode. Letters A, B, C define shapes. 
 
It is possible to select the direction of the joint points under 
which new rules will be added (+X/-X, +Y/-Y, +Z/-Z). It is 
also possible to control the SJ parameter (Fig. 6, 7). 
 
 
Fig. 6. Controlling the modeling process using the SJ parameter – shift of the 
joint points for shapes. 
 
 
Fig. 7. SJ parameter characteristic: (a) regular cave, (b) non-regular cave in Y 
axis, (c) non-regular cave in Y or Z axis. 
 
C. Procedural clouds generation using SG-M concept 
 
Cloud modeling can be done by summing many spheres in 
successive rules constrained to specified directions. In our 
method, we create the base shapes and shape rules that will be 
used during modeling process (Fig. 8).  
 
 
Fig. 8. Rule-creation process using the Max parameter for a specified axis 
(+X, +Y, +Z, -X, -Y, -Z). SB – defines shape begin radius, SE – defines shape 
end radius. 
 
The number of rules is calculated as the maximum of the 
value Max for each direction, i.e. Max(X, -X, Y, -Y, Z, -Z).  
For each rule, all Max values are reduced by 1. Then, new 
connections are created for those rules that have a positive 
value. In the n-th rule, n spheres are added to the object. The 
radius of the sphere in the n-th iteration is interpolated 
between the initial and the final radius. In this step, the 
amount of required shape rules is determined. For shapes 
connecting points, some random offset is introduced. After 
performing all classic rules, we can use the morphic rule to 
morph our structure with the selected shape (e.g., sphere, 
torus) (Fig. 9).  
 
 
Fig. 9. Cloud-modeling algorithm. Colors show directions of adding spheres.  
    
D. Procedural architecture generation using SG-M concept 
 
We assume that the buildings are multistory. We start by 
setting the first rule for the ground floor (i.e., the initial shape) 
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and the last rule for last floor. Here, intermediate rules may be 
created using linear interpolation. For each level, we can 
determine characteristics such as height, width, and convexity. 
For example, a floor is a cube that can be convex (i.e., we 
apply 4 sum rules), concave (i.e., we apply 4 difference rules). 
After the application of the last rule, we can model the roof 
shape by morphing from a sharp (i.e., a pyramid) shape to a 
spherical (i.e., sphere). All modeling directions are selected 
automatically according to basic building principles, i.e.,  axes 
–X/X, -Z/Z are selected to adding/cutting sides, axis +Y is 
chosen for building up floors and adding a roof (Fig. 10). 
 
 
Fig. 10. Multistory architecture construction with possible application rules. 
SL – defines the upper floor, SL – defines the lower floor . 
 
E. Functional Description of Three-Dimensional Shapes  
 
We propose an alternative functional description of shapes. 
In contrast to classical algorithms, we are not interested in a 
polygon mesh object, but only in the actual function that 
describes space where solids are located. The algorithm 
performs operations only on functions or scalar functions 
describing the field for selected shapes.  
Definition 2. A subset A  Rn (in our case R3) is called an 
implicit object if there exists a function f : U → Rk, A  U, 
and a subset V  Rk, such that A = f −1(V )[30]: 
 
})(:{ VPfUPA ∈∈= .                  (9) 
 
Definition 3. The distance from a point p to a surface M in Rn 
(in our case R3) is the minimum of the Euclidean distance dE 






= .           (10) 
Definition 4. When f is a real-valued function, that is k = 1, 
then f is a point-membership classification function that 
returns a value according to the relationship of a point P = (x1, 
. . . , xn), given as its argument, with the implicit object A 
defined by f [30], i.e., 
  (11) 
       
           
We define primitive shapes (e.g., cube, sphere, torus, cylinder) 
using standard implicit objects (based on functional 
description) [30]. For example, a sphere f is given by: 
rzPyPxPPf −++= 222 ...)(  ,                (12) 
 
where P is a point in R3 and r is the sphere’s radius. 
 
Definition 5. An implicit CSG solid is defined by any set of 
points in Rn (in our case R3) that satisfies F(x) ≤ 0 for some F 
 Sj. [30]. An example for a sum operation is given by: 
U ))(),(max()( PgPfgfPf ==  ,             (13) 
                    
while a morphing controlled by a morphing parameter a is 
defined by the following linear interpolation: 
aPgaPfgfPf ∗+−∗=∗= )()1()()( .        (14) 
 
Shapes are described by the final function as a composite of 
the above functions. 
F.  Joint points, bonds, and directions 
 
An important problem that we had to solve was how to 
determine the joint points of the grid for the main shapes and 
for the objects created during modeling process. 
 
Definition 6. The joint point J defines the way in which one 
shape can be combined with another. The joint point is 
described as a point P and a direction D in 3D space 
),( DPJ = .                                (15) 
 
The bond B combines two shapes into one by using 
appropriately selected joint points. Two bonds make a joint 
point for overlapping points P and opposite directions D. This 
can be seen as the “gluing” of two walls facing each other in 
opposite directions.  This operation helps avoid unnecessary 
connections (Fig. 11). The bond is given by: 
)....(),( 212121 DJDJPJPJJJB −=∧=⇔= ,    (16) 
 
where B is the bond, J1, J2 are joining points, P is a point in R3, 
and D is a direction for the shape. If the bond does not have a 
direction, i.e., when D = (0, 0, 0), then a joint point can be 
created with any other point.  
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Fig. 11.  Joint points for base shapes. Red color shows possibility to join with 
central point of the shape, green – shows another possible connections. 
 
G. Grid Display Algorithm – Marching Cubes 
Conceptually, the object surface can be described by a 
function called a density function. For a point P ∈ 3D, the 
function produces a single floating-point value. These values 
can be positive, negative, or zero. The value of the function is 
positive when P is located inside the solid. If the value is 
negative, then P is located in the empty space. The boundary 
between positive and negative values - where the value of the 
density function is zero - forms the surface of the solid.  
We wish to construct a polygonal mesh that spans that 
surface. We use the GPU to generate polygons for a "block" 
of structures at a time, but we further subdivide the block into 
32x32x32 smaller cells, or voxels. Inside these voxels, we 
construct polygons (i.e., triangles) that represent the solid 
surface. The marching-cubes algorithm [31] allows us to 
generate polygons within a single voxel, given as input the 
density value at its eight corners. As the output, this algorithm 
produces anywhere from zero to five polygons. If all the 
densities at the eight corners of a cell have the same sign, then 
the cell is entirely inside or outside the solid, so no polygons 
are defined. In all other cases, the cell lies on the boundary of 
the solid and one to five polygons are generated. We use 
space partitioning with cubes. Once we determine that the 
shape intersects all the boxes, we can read incidental edges, 
i.e., those colliding with the surface of the shape volume. By 
using linear interpolation, we can choose exactly the point of 
intersection of the solid with each edge of the cube. We take 
the density values at the eight corners and determine whether 
each value is positive or negative. Each value is assigned one 
bit in a binary representation. If the density is negative, we set 
the bit to zero; if the density is positive, we set the bit to one. 
From the marching-cubes’ pre-defined table of intersections 
(256 combinations), the system reads the triangles that form 
the points of intersection and displays them. Interpolation 
determines exactly where a vertex is placed along an edge. 
The vertex should be placed where the density value is 
approximately equal to zero. For example, if density at the 
end A of the edge is 0.1 and at the end B it is -0.3, the vertex is 
placed at 25 percent in the way from A to B (Fig 8.). 
     
Fig 8. Left – cross sections of cubes intersected by a solid (green color depicts 
the selected cubes). Middle - a single voxel with known density values at its 
eight corners. Right - the 15 fundamental cases in Marching Cubes. 
IV.  RESULTS 
 
Figure 13 shows some results obtained using our method.  
 
   
Fig. 12: Possible results (mesh and final renders): (a-c) caves, (d-g) – 
architecture, (h-l) clouds. For objects in (b), (c), (e), (g), (j), (k), and (l), a 
morphic rule was applied with a different value of morphing parameter. 
 
The platform used for simulations consisted of - nVidia 
GeForce GTX 460M GPU, i7-2630QM CPU and 12 GB 
RAM. Processing times: from 500 ms to 10 sec (caves: 500 
ms – 2 sec, buildings: 3 sec - 10 sec, clouds: 1,5 sec – 9 sec)  
SUMMARY 
Computer graphics systems are a key part of modern 
information systems.  Nowadays, there has been a noticeable 
trend of applying new methods of modeling 3D objects in 
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virtual-reality systems. This trend is motivated mainly by 
market demand from areas such as digital entertainment, 
simulation for 3D gaming, and 3D VFX industries. Our paper 
presented an innovative method for real-time procedural 
modeling of three-dimensional geometry of caves, clouds, and 
buildings. By adding morphing capabilities to the classical 
formalism of shape grammars, our method is able to 
synthesize objects with greater variety and geometric 
complexity, which are characteristics that highly influence 
visual realism.  In addition to the advantages of shape 
grammar, the morphing parameter allows us to establish the 
continuous percentage contribution of two input shapes to 
produce a single output object, and in turn help fine-tuning 
control of the modeling process. Our further research will 
focus on the development of shape rules by providing 
intelligent expert system to steering rule selection.  
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